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University of Washington Press, United States, 2011. Paperback.
Book Condition: New. New.. 254 x 201 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Recognized in Japan as a connoisseur,
collector, and proprietor of a famous folk art shop in Tokyo,
Tawara Yusaku returned to painting late in life and had a single
show in London before his death in 2004. Universe Is Flux is the
first examination of his accomplishments within the context of
Asian and contemporary painting. Tawara s artistic vision was
highly influenced by Buddhist concepts of cosmology and space.
His philosophy revolved around the idea that the universe is in a
constant state of flux - that flux itself is the stuff of the universe.
The impermanent bunching together of vibrating energy -
wavelike forms that he called hado (wave movement) -
comprises individual existence. His works appear at first glance
to be the result of bold, powerful strokes with a large brush, but
close examination reveals each large stroke is composed of
innumerable tiny strokes, dots, and splashes representing hado.
Tawara rejected representational art and struggled instead to
paint ultimate reality. Drawing on conversations with the artist
and notes that he left behind, the essays discuss how...
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This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and
never difficult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Na ta lie Abbott-- Na ta lie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an
interesting and amazing literature. I am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- R ene O lson-- R ene O lson
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